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Meg’s Eggs 
 

Colouring sheets x6 
Colour by shape 
Make a Meg shapes craft (colour and draw 
face, arms, hair) 
Numbers Jigsaw (1-10) 
Counting cauldron board game - shorter 
board 
Stick puppets 
Storyboard (colour) 
My magic spell (ingredients) 

Also suitable: 
Colour by number (numerals) 
Make a Meg shapes craft (find and stick body 
parts - pre-cut) 
Numbers Jigsaw (1-20) 
Storyboard (find and stick) 
My magic spell (ingredients + result) 

Also suitable: 
Colour by number (words) 
Numbers Jigsaw (numerals + words) 
Counting cauldron board game - longer 
board 
 

Laminated cards Other activities Possible language focus 

Storytelling cards 
Jigsaws (3 versions) 
Board Games 
Matching cards 
Mini-cards 
Flashcards 
 

Dramatising the story 
Storytelling videos on website 
Simplified storytelling video on drive 
Powerpoint story on drive and website 
Colours, shapes, dinosaur and Halloween 
songs 
What’s in the egg? Drama games 

Colours 
Shapes 
Feelings 
(Animals, dinosaurs, food) 
“I’m hungry”; “Who are you?”; “I want to 
(eat)”; “hear a noise”; jump, eat, cook, fly 
Halloween vocabulary 

From Head 
to Toe 

Body parts cut and paste (pre-cut) 
Mini-book 
Numbers Jigsaw (1-10) x2 
Cut and paste sequencing x2 (guided 
support) 
Playing cards 
Roleplay masks / puppets 
Bingo 
Drawing paper templates 

Also suitable: 
Numbers Jigsaw (1-20) x2 
 

Also suitable: 
Body labelling sheets (would need support 
- copy your example) 
Mini-book (tracing words - find and stick) 
Numbers Jigsaw (numerals + words) x2 
Playing cards with tracing 

Laminated cards Other activities Possible language focus 

Jigsaws (3 versions) x2 
Bingo game cards 
Matching cards 
Mini-cards 
Flashcards 

Storytelling song videos 
Action, body and animal songs 
Powerpoint game (website) 
 

Animals 
Actions 
Body parts 
‘can’ for ability - I can…; can you do it? I 
can do it. 
‘I am a…’ 
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Peace at 
Last 

Colouring sheets x10 (possible to print in 
handout size and make small colouring 
book) 
Line matching sheets x3 
Sequencing fan 
Roleplay headbands / puppets 
Graphing dice (make dice for them) 
3D house craft (cut for them) 
Board game 

All of 3 years plus..... 
16 page mini-book (make for them to colour 
or find and stick) 
Rooms in a house flipbook 
Drawing paper (bedroom? house?) 
Sequencing cards 

All of 3 and 4 years plus..... 
16 page mini-book (guided support) 
Sequencing fan (tracing) 
Graphing dice (make with support) 
Folding house craft 

Laminated cards Other activities Possible language focus 

Board games 
Sequencing cards 
Matching cards 
Mini-cards 
Flashcards 

Dramatise the story 
Simplified powerpoint story (website) 
Steve’s house video story (website) 
Home and furniture songs 
Divide classroom into rooms in house 
Small world play with house models and 
characters 

House and rooms 
Furniture and objects 
Animals and characters (family) 
“….is tired”; “Oh no! This is terrible!”; “It is 
cold”; “It’s noisy”; “Good morning”; “Good 
night” 
Sound words, e.g., tick tock 

The Three 
Billy Goats 
Gruff 

Colouring sheets x3 
Numbers Jigsaw (1-10) x2 
Sort by size 
Cut and paste sequencing - easy 
Stick puppet theatre (pre-cut) 
Story wheel craft (colour) 
Mini-book - colouring 
Board games 
Drawing templates 

All of 3 years plus..... 
Numbers Jigsaw (1-20) x2 
Cut and paste sequencing - more difficult 
Story wheel craft - find and stick 
Mini-book - find and stick pictures 

All of 3 and 4 years plus..... 
Numbers Jigsaw (numerals + words) x2 

Laminated cards Other activities Possible language focus 

Jigsaws - 2 versions 
Storytelling cards 
Board games 
Sequencing cards 
Matching cards 
Mini-cards 
Flashcards 

Simplified powerpoint story (website) 
Nature, opposites, prepositions songs 
Storytelling videos 
Dramatise the story - create a bridge with 
tables 
Play games to practise key phrases, e.g., “I 
want to (dance, jump, eat icecream etc.)” 

Feelings and physical description language 
Nature features 
Prepositions of place and movement 
“I’m hungry”; “Who are you?”; “Who’s 
that?”; “I’m the (small) goat”; “I want to 
(eat)”; “This is..”; “Wait!”; “Please don’t 
(eat me)”; “Ok. You can…” 

 

  1st infantíl (3 years) 2nd infantíl (4 years) 3rd infantíl (5 years) 
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The Very 
Hungry 
Caterpillar 

Colouring sheets x 4 
What food do you like? Find and stick 
Mini-books (colouring / shorter find and stick) 
Butterfly lifecycle craft 
Find and stick craft 
Finger puppets (pre-cut) 
Board games 
Sequencing cards 

All of 3 years  plus..... 
Colour by numbers 
Mini-books (longer find and stick with support) 
Finger puppets (pre-cut holes) 

All of 3 and 4 years plus..... 
Butterfly lifecycle craft with tracing 

Laminated cards Other activities Possible language focus 

Board games 
Sequencing cards 
Matching cards 
Mini-cards 
Flashcards 

Powerpoint games (website) 
Simplified powerpoint story (website) 
Food, days of the week, counting, colour songs 
Storytelling videos 
Butterfly lifecycle video 
Drama role play in the classroom - make a 
caterpillar 

Colours 
Numbers 
Food 
Days of the week 
Butterfly lifecycle 
Story phrases 
Word order - subject, verb, object 
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We’re 
Going on a 
Bear Hunt 
 

Colouring sheets x4 
Sort by size 
Storyboard 
Jigsaw (5 piece) 
Graphing dice sheets (support) 
Magic folding book (pre-make) 
Bear marionette 
Small world play (pre-cut) 
Mini-book simple 

All of 3 years plus..... 
Story slider 
Jigsaw (9 piece) 
Graphing dice (x3) 
Magic folding book (support) 

All of 3 and 4 years plus..... 
Storyboard - text matching or gapfill with 
support 
Jigsaw (12 piece) 
Mini-book (trace and stick) 

Laminated cards 
Jigsaws 
Matching cards 
Mini-cards 
Flashcards 
 

Other activities 
Imagine other things in a cave  
Invent other verses to the story, e.g., a 
mountain, jungle, desert OR reimagine the 
story as superheroes - can they go over /under 
etc.? 
Storytelling videos + film 
Nature, family and preposition songs 
 

Possible language focus 
Nature / landscapes 
Prepositions of movement 
Family / people 
‘be going to’ 
“What a (beautiful/horrible/snowy etc.) day!” 
can’t - have to 
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